
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

ITEM: 7
ANNEX A

Annex A to Joint Overview and Scrutiny Committee 25 July 2018 Report on 
Invest Bristol and Bath

West of England Inward Investment Programme Review

Prepared for West of England Chief Executives Meeting 11 May 2018

Purpose

To consider the scale, scope, objectives and proposed Terms of reference for the forthcoming

strategic review of Invest Bristol and Bath (IBB).

Background

At its meeting on 2 February 2018 the West of England Joint Committee considered the following 
proposal, inter alia;

“It is proposed that a Strategic Review of IBB will be undertaken for early in 2018/19 with the Terms 
of Reference to be agreed by the LEP Chief Executive in consultation with the member of the Joint 
Committee. The ToR will include its strategic objectives, implications from the Industrial Strategy,

the role of the WECA and long term financial sustainability. The costs of the review will be met from 
within existing IBB budget allocations.”

It was resolved (Minute 9) unanimously by the four local authorities that;

“The LEP Chief Executive be asked to commission a Strategic Review of IBB with the Terms of

Reference to be agreed in consultation with the members of the Joint Committee.”

Issues

IBB states that its mission is to:

• “support(s) foreign direct investment, UK companies and those already in the region as they

grow and expand with hands on advice and intelligence.”

And particularises this mission, thus;

• “supports investment by companies that intend to create additional jobs or invest

quantifiable capital in the region which has a direct link to the region’s economic 

development priorities. IBB helps businesses expanding to new destinations by providing a 

range of support services including bespoke research and provision of regional economic

information to support business planning;

• simplified access to relevant council, regional business services, suppliers and key contacts;

• support in identifying the right property and location;



• and introductions and connections to supply chains and network companies. IBB is on track 

to exceed its target of supporting the creation of 5,300 jobs by attracting business inward 

investment over five years by 2020” 

Three broad questions arise. 

1. Is this a correct statement of the mission of IBB? 

2. If so, how has IBB performed that mission and how should it do this in the future? 

3. If not, what is the mission or purpose of IBB in the West of England and as such, what 

changes and management actions will be required for successful implementation of a 

different remit? 

Within those broad questions there are clearly many subsidiary areas for investigation and enquiry, 

thus within the narrow interpretation of the role of IBB the following questions may be a good 

starting point: 

1. Analysis of investment promotion agency (IPA) best practice and of the role of investment 

promotion in the context of West of England region, its structure and growth agenda; 

2. Analysis of IBB performance in that context – recognising success and identifying 

weaknesses and opportunities; 

3. Recommendations for short term alterations to improve performance where necessary (up 

to the end of the current funding period, 2020); 

4. Long term recommendations for delivery of IPA activity beyond 2020; 

5. Recommendations on measures of success (beyond existing measures). 

More detailed questions might include the following issues; 

1. What are the current stated aims, targets, objectives, performance measures and 

performance measures of IBB? 

2. How and by whom are these monitored? 

3. Who sets, monitors and reviews strategy and performance? 

4. Against what benchmarks and comparators? 

5. What targets and aspirations should IBB be set? 

6. How should these new metrics link in with HM Government policy around the Industrial 

Strategy? 

7. How should these metrics link in with the regional science base? 

8. To what extent should the wishes and interests of the regional business sectors, where there 

is demonstrable competitive advantages, be a greater focus for IBB? 

9. In the light of the above are the current structures, budget, governance and staffing fit for 

purpose? 



10. What might an optimised inward investment service look like and how might that be 

delivered and at what cost? 

Process 

The proposed work packages are as follows. These can be pursued sequentially and allow pause for 

reflection between each. 

1. Review detailed source material within WECA, WELEP and other bodies, to establish an 

accurate chronology and statement of aims, objectives and performance (where IBB is, how 

and why it got there); 

2. Interview relevant staff as to their tasks, objectives and thoughts (where the IBB staff think 

IBB is and where it should be?); 

3. Interview local authority chief executives, elected members and officers as to their 

intentions and aspirations for the inward investment function (where do we want IBB to 

be?); 

4. Interact with business, science base and government stakeholders to establish their stated 

needs/aspirations and the extent to which they are met (what the customers want or think 

they want); 

5. Produce a summary report, with costed, time specified recommendations based on the 

above (where do we go and how). 

Overall management responsibility will sit with the newly appointed WECA Director of Business and 

Skills, reporting directly to the LEP Chief Executive and constituent local authorities.  

Action 

Chief Executives are invited to comment and advise on the scale, scope and remit of the mandated 

review, together with any suggestions for detailed aspects of the forthcoming draft Terms of 

Reference before submission to members of the Joint Committee. 

 

Dr Jon Hunt 

Director Business and Skills 




